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Mini ORBIT
SETTING NEW STANDARDS FOR THE ORBITAL MACHINES
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The Mini Orbit series machines combine two mechanical movements: orbital and rotational. The combination of these two 
movements causes vibrations that can easily perform cleaning, polishing, de-waxing, micro- polishing jobs, on different surfaces 
like carpeting, PVC, linoleum, stoneware, parquet, marble and natural stone.
The combined orbital and rotation movements enable fast, effortless cleaning; the vibrations take the dirt upwards so the pad can 
capture it without having to use aspirators or chemical products.
In crystallization, de-waxing and micro-polishing jobs, the roto-orbital movement makes the job easy and not too tiring. The 
double movement considerably reduces machine attrition with surfaces, with no loss of efficiency and lower power consumption.

ROTO-ORBITAL SYSTEM

€ ECONOMIC SAVINGS
The roto-orbital system of the Mini Orbit series consumes less energy and the double mechanical movement 
drastically reduces the consumption of chemical products saving a lot of money.

WATER SAVINGS
The roto-orbital Klindex systems saves a considerable quantity of water on jobs performed on any type of surface.
This feature makes Mini Orbit machines “eco-friendly”.

TIME SAVINGS
The combined rotational and orbital movements reduce cleaning and polishing times needed. With Mini Orbit you 
get the best results in less time with minimum effort.

The Mini Orbit movement causes thousands 
of vortexes on the tool drawing the dirt 
upwards. These orbital vibrations provide 
unequalled cleaning on any surface.

Carpet brushes

Pad

1400 rpm
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STABILITY
Thanks to its roto-orbital movement, Mini Orbit offers excellent performance while 
simultaneously maintaining great stability and uniquely simple manoeuvrability, 
a level of quality that allows the machine to be used by inexperienced operators 
or others with no particular physical strength.

MINI ORBIT ADVANTAGES

VERSATILITY
Thanks to its manoeuvrability and versatility, Mini Orbit is the ideal machine to 
be used on any surface and in any place.
Mini Orbit is indicated to reach narrow spaces, flush with walls, and allows 
operators to work with the handle at any inclination.

CRYSTALLIZATION
The roto-orbital movement makes Crystallization fast and easy. The double 
rotational/orbital movement drastically reduces machine attrition on surfaces to 
be crystallised, making the job light and easy to do for inexperienced operators, 
guaranteeing an impeccable, professional result.

MANOEUVRABILITY
The small dimensions and the excellent manoeuvrability of Mini Orbit allows to 
work easily on narrow surfaces like steps and stair landings.

REST POSITION
The handle stays balanced minimizing the encumbrance.
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Roto-Orbital single brush
Mini ORBIT

Mini Orbit, the advanced professional multi-purpose single brush which makes it easy and quick working on all surfaces.
Suitable for treatments such as • polishing, • de-waxing, • crystallization • light grinding on marble, concrete, stone, parquet, 
terracotta and stoneware, Mini Orbit is also ideal for cleaning delicate surfaces such as carpets and rugs. The oscillating head 
adapts to all surfaces and allows to work easily even on uneven surfaces minimizing user fatigue. The great number of accessories 
make working simple and efficient. Thanks to its high-frequency oscillations roto-orbital principle, Mini Orbit amazes for the 
excellent stability and manoeuvrability making the crystallization operations with steel wool fast, easy and effortless. The robust 
and compact chassis, the ergonomic handle and its low weight makes of the Mini Orbit a strong machine very easy to carry.

TECHNICAL DATA

Model Motor Watt Volt Hertz Speed Working width Dimensions WxHxD cm Weight

MiniOrbit 250 230 50 1400rpm 280mm 32x124x32 15Kg
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Grinding and sanding parquet Oil finishing for parquet

De-waxing linoleum, PVC and rubberCleaning and polishing gres

Crystallization Micro-grinding of natural stone

Shampooing fitted carpeting and rugsCleaning fitted carpeting and rugs



Your local distributor:

Klindex s.r.l. SS 5 Tiburtina valeria km209+200 · Manoppello (PE) Italy | Tel +39 085 859 546 · Fax +39 085 8599 224 | www.klindex.com · info@klindex.com

KlindexDemo
Calling the number +39 085 859546 it is possible 
to book a demonstration at your headquarters or 
your working site.
Klindex® always close to its customers!
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ACCESSORIES

MINIORBIT BRUSHES (280MM/11”)

28009VEL Steel brush

28002VEL Standard brush

28003VEL Polishing brush

28005VEL Soft brush for carpets

28004VEL Winnex brush

FLOOR PADS (280MM/11”)

30111 White Pad

30112 Green Pad

30113 Black Pad

30115 Red Pad

30117 Brown Pad

30116A Discolux M43

30116B Discolux M56

30113HD Superblack HD

SUPERCLEAN (280MM/11”)

605114 Superclean 

KING CONC (280MM/11”)

602110 King Conc 0

602111 King Conc 1

602112 King Conc 2

602113 King Conc 3

602114 King Conc 4

SUPERSHINE SOFT (280MM/11”)

30331K Kit Supershine Soft

30331 Supershine Soft 1

30332 Supershine Soft 2

30333 Supershine Soft 3

30334 Supershine Soft 4

SUPERSHINE PLUS & SPONGELUX (280MM/11”)

30150K Kit Supershine Plus

30150 Supershine Plus 1

30151 Supershine Plus 2

30152 Supershine Plus 3

33093 Spongelux

DOUBLE SANDPAPER (280MM/11”)

110016 Double Sandpaper grit 16

110024 Double Sandpaper grit 24

110036 Double Sandpaper grit 36

110060 Double Sandpaper grit 60

SANDPAPER (140MM/5,5”)

140024 Sandpaper grit 24

140036 Sandpaper grit 36

140060 Sandpaper grit 60

140080 Sandpaper grit 80 

140100 Sandpaper grit 100

140050C Ceramic Sandpaper grit 50

DOUBLE VELCRO PAD HOLDER (140MM/5,5”)

UT91201 Double velcro pad holder

MESH DISC (280MM/11”)

110060R Mesh disc grit 60

110080R Mesh disc grit 80

110120R Mesh disc grit 120 

110220R Mesh disc grit 220

MICROFIBRE DISC (280MM/11”)

04233 Microfibre disc


